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1 Overview

This memo will solidify the implementation of the request to provide guide star
status feedback to the Queue Coordinator through the QSO tools. Modifications
will need to made to Gustaf, Database Tables and the QSO Tools to implement the
request.

The fundamental information being dealt with are the number and quality of
guide stars available on each guider for each dp offset. This information must be
reduced and displayed in a meaningful way so that the Queue Coordinator, looking
at an OG, can determine if there are anticipated guiding problems for that OG.

1.1 Requirements:

It has been requested that Guide Star Status information be made available to
Queue Coordinators as they prepare queues. This status should satisfy the fol-
lowing general criteria:

1. A Queue Coordinator must be able to determine the current status of located
guide stars for any OG.

2. The status must reflect the actual usability of identified guide stars given
the fact that PH2 will be modified between runs so that the QC can take
appropriate action.
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2 Status Descriptions

The concept of “Status” has two meanings in the Gustaf application. The first
meaning is that each offset within a dither pattern has a status reflecting the number
of guide stars found during the search. The second meaning is an aggregate status
of all the statuses for dither pattern offsets within a pointing set. To summarize:

� There is a status for each dither pattern offset

� There is an aggregate status for each pointing set created from the individual
offset statuses

The individual offset status is used internally by Gustaf for creating the ag-
gregate pointing set status. The Database, The Queue Preparation Tool, and
Gustaf will only display the aggregate pointing set status to the user.

3 Determining the status per offset

The determination of the status for the dither pattern offset will purely be a func-
tion of the number of guide stars found per guider. This status can assume one of
the following values:

Status Abbr. Description

Good G At least
���

guide stars found on both guiders
Acceptable A At least

���
, but no more than

� �
guide stars

found on one guider. At least
� �

star found op-
posite guider.

Bad B Less than
���

guide stars found one guider.

Table 1:
� ���

The number of guide stars required for a GOOD status value;�	� �
The number of guide stars required for an ACCEPTABLE status value.

It is perhaps desirable to include a good and acceptable magnitude level as well.
However, this would complicate the computation, and the described scheme would
not distinguish between a situation with few guide stars and a situation with dim
guide stars. It is recommended that the magnitude limit be enforced in the initial
search; if guide stars are not observable at the telescope due to clouds, then control
should revert to the OA and Observer.
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4 Determining the Aggregate Status

Once a search has been performed on all guiders for all dither pattern offsets, the
aggregate pointing set status can be computed. It can take one of the following
values.

Status Abbr. Description

GOOD G All offsets have status equal to Good.
ACCEPTABLE A At least one offset has a status equal to

ACCEPTABLE
BAD B At least one offset has status equal to

BAD.
UNACCEPTABLE U All offset statuses equal BAD.

NA N No Guide Star search performed on
pointing set.

INVALID I Guide Star integrity changed due to other
changes in database.

The pointing set status computed by gustaf will always be one of GOOD, BAD,
ACCEPTABLE or UNACCEPTABLE. The only way for a pointing set to have a
status of NA or INVALID is if it is forced from the database.

The aggregate status computed by Gustaf will just be the worst case offset
status for the entire pointing set. This is the most conservative case which warns
the QC of all questionable scenarios.

5 Updating the Status Value in the Database

To accomdate the aggregate status value, the database will require a new table, xtar-
getsum, with columns for foreign keys xtarget, pattern, and pradius
and a column to maintain the STATUS string.

Whenever Gustaf recomputes the aggregate status as a result of a new guide
star selection, that status will be updated in the database. The status will be up-
dated in the database by using the stored procedure:
op..update xtargetsum @xta id=...,@pat id=...,@pradius=...,@status=...

The database is also responsible for updating the status value to INVALID
when a modification to the dependent data renders the guide stars unusable. The
modifications the would cause this to happen are:

� A change to target coordinates
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� A change in dither pattern offsets

� A change in dither pattern radius

� A change in OB Tracking parameter

NOTE - A modification to an OB requesting a different Dither Pattern would
create a new � xtarget, pattern, radius � set to be searched, but would not necessarily
invalidate the guide stars chosen for the previous dither pattern.

6 Status Display in QSO Tools

The natural place for the aggregate guide star status to be displayed is as a column
in the Queue Preparation Tool. A single status value is not meaningful for an OG
or even an OB, but only for an IC. The result set that populates the QPT should
provide a string representation of the status value for all ICs in the OG. A string
such as “GGAB” would indicate 4 ICs with status values of Good, Good, Accept-
able, and BAD. The QPT could colorize the string red as a warning if any B, I, U
or N character is found.

During the megaprime run 03Am01, it became apparent that the minimum
moon distance for successful guiding, ��� � , might be greater than the minimum
moon distance for acceptable science, ����� . If this is the case, then the following
options should be considered:

� Do not observe targets that require guiding which are ���	� � from the
moon.

� Provide a warning in the QPT if guiding will be compromised by the moon
position.

The second option would require more logic within the QSO Tools and a more
comprehensive result set including guide star magnitudes. A possible solution
would warn the user if the dimmest of the brightest guide stars in an OG would
be unobservable given the moon position(sounds weird, I know). The following
algorithm could perform such an analysis:

1. Request magnitude of brightest star for each offset within an OG grouped by
IC.

2. Choose the dimmest star per IC to produce a worst case list of stars per IC.
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3. Choose the dimmest of the previous output list to produce a worst case list
of stars per OB.

4. Warn user if star associated with OB is dimmer than the limit imposed by
the moon position.

In theory, a database stored procedure could produce the output of the first
three steps above as a column of delimited numbers in the same QPT result set.
The QPT would then tokenize the string and associate each number as a magnitude
with an OB in sequence and perform the final computation.

7 Appendix - Original Proposal by R. Savalle

From: savalle@cfht.hawaii.edu Thu Mar 13 15:44:56 2003
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2003 15:43:00 -1000
From: Renaud Savalle ¡savalle@cfht.hawaii.edu¿
To: Joshua Shapiro ¡shapiro@cfht.hawaii.edu¿
CC: qsoteam@cfht.hawaii.edu
Subject: GS status proposal
After some discussion with Josh here is where we are:
DEFINITION
The status summarizes the state of the Guide Stars (GS) available in the DB for
one target, one pattern and one scaling factor
This status is used
1. to know how well we will be able to guide on a target+pattern+scaling factor
2. in some cases to trigger recomputation of GS by GUSTAF
Proposals for values of GS status for one target, one pattern and one scaling factor

GS Status Meaning
------------------------------------------
N=N/A GSs not computed

default returned by DB when GUSTAF not run for that target+pattern
G=GOOD GSs computed, successfull for all offsets of the pattern

(status set by GUSTAF) could be refined
(ex: GOOD_1GUIDER, GOOD_2GUIDERS etc ?) Suggestions ?

B=BAD GS computed, but no GS found in at least one offset, one guider
(status set by GUSTAF) suggests possible action for the QCs

- iteration needed with PI to change field coordinates ?
- GUSTAF need to be run again with different params ?
- SO need to be informed of guiding on one star ?
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Those 2 status GOOD and BAD need to be defined better, this is just my
impression. However we might not know exactly what granularity of status we
need until we first use the system.
I=INVALID
- GS exists but xtarget or pattern data has changed making them possibly invalid
- suggests possible action for the QCs
- GUSTAF need to be run again
Do we need another status when no star for both guiders are found
(U=UNACCEPTABLE) as this is a stopper.
DESIGN
* Status is updated
1. by GUSTAF when doing the search, via SP - This adds flexibility.
=¿ set the status for an association (xtarget,pattern,guider,scale factor) to @status
after search for GS.
2. By database but only to I=INVALID when xtarget or pattern has changed
* Status to be shown in:
- QPT - List of GS status for an OG
ex: ”GBI” would mean guiding status good for 1st IC, bad for 2nd one, Invalid for
2rd one etc.
- breaker: if status INVALID do not use current GS and send gcoords N/S select
instead
- OT - warnings when loading the Q about the target and patterns which will cause
problems
- others ?
IMPLEMENTATION
New table ”op..xtargetsum”
xta id numeric(20) references xtarget.id
pat id numeric(20) references ph2..pattern.id
pradius float
status varchar(20) – values enforces by rules not implemented immediately
New SP op..update xtargetsum @xta id=...,@pat id=...,@pradius=...,@status=...
Modifs of SP returning information to QPT and OT to include status info
Modif of ph2 to set status to INVALID after changes to pattern’s offset
coordinates or xtarget coordinates. Using triggers if possible.
PROPOSED ACTIONS
DBA:
� Implement table and SP.

� Research on firing triggers from ph2 to op (currently not doable but weaker
ways to do it)
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GUSTAF:
Let the GOOD/BAD status values evolve as we begin to use the system
Add some if needed
(my only requirement is that they begin with a different letter so that we can show
a summary of GS status for an OG)
Hope to converge rapidly though to definitive list of statuses which is both
accurate, usable and not too long, then implement them as RULES in the new
table and update the outdated data.
What do you think ?
Renaud.
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